Chapter 3. Hand building strategy
Chapter “Hand building strategy” will cover the general principles of hand building in the
context of solving the major strategic challenge by the player. Hand building schemes for
completion of hands of different building concepts will be considered together with methods of
hand assessment. The matter of chapter 3 can be attributed to level "Standard" – standard
knowledge and skills for comfortable play in a relaxed atmosphere.
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Definitions of terms
⇛ Wait is the state of the player's hand
when one tile is missing to complete hand.
The term “wait” is also used to refer to the
totality of tiles that complete the hand.
⇛ Joint is a group of relatively connected
singlesuited tiles.

Lesson 10.

In every deal every player meets the major strategic challenge answering to three questions:
● Can I win, and if "yes", how to make the score more?
● Can I lose, and if "yes", how to make my loss less?
● How to distinguish one state from the other?
The process of playing mahjong can be viewed as searching by all four players exit from the
maze in which passages representing opportunities can open or close during the game.
Players can observe the actions of other players and to draw conclusions at their own risk. In
the end only one player wins (gets out of maze) unless the game ends in a draw.

Gameplay decisions
During gameplay players make their decisions at several levels of detail (see table below).
Table. Decisionmaking levels of detail.
Level

Decisions

Game

In tournament play (session) every resulting place at the table brings different
number of Table Points. The player can compete not only for first place but for
second and even third.

Deal

In particular deal a player can set a goal either to win at least a certain number of
points, or not to discard to mahjong of another player or to win on discard from a
certain player.

Fan

Fans when building hand affect its value.

Set

Sets are constituent parts of fans and hands.

Tile

Getting into hand or discarding specific tiles.

The major decision faced a mahjong player during the game is the choice at the fork of
possibilities:
● to play for win or to go for defense;
● to open hand or stay concealed;
● to declare a set or not, and if declare which one;
● which hand building concept to use;
● to build fast lowscoring hand or to build more expensive but slow one;
● and so on, and so forth.

Gameplay stages
Researcher and mahjong systematizer Tom Sloper identifies three stages of the deal
gameplay
(see
Sloper’s
site
"Sloperama"
dedicated
to
mahjong
http://www.sloperama.com/mjfaq.html).
Table. Strategies for three stages of mahjong hand according to Tom Sloper.
Stage

Strategy

Comment

Opening

Develop

(Approximately) first six moves try to understand what the hand tends
to, do not try to make declarations (even Pungs), discard isolated tiles.

Middle
game

Attack

(Approximately) following six moves "attack", select hand building
concept and follow it.

End
game

Defend

Last moves to the end of the deal "defend", make sure that no one else
can win.

Source: Researcher and mahjong systematizer Tom Sloper’s site "Sloperama"
(http://sloperama.com/mjfaq/mjfaq08.htm).
Note: The above stated is general approach, the players can (and should!) make adjustments
to the plan according to what is happening at the table on the basis of their own experience as
well as mathematical calculations and speculations.

Gameplay processes
The gameplay processes of building a hand by the player can be described as follows:
● based on the current tournament position to determine preliminary restraints for future
complete hand such as the minimum hand value, strategy of tile discards and even
target opponents for taking mahjong from discard;
● primary multifactor evaluation of starting hand: selecting hand building concepts,
number of required tile replacements, hand value, number of moves for completion;

●
●
●
●
●
●
Note:
place
back).

discarding isolated tiles outside preliminary selected hand building concepts,
maintaining flexibility of plan;
dynamic reevaluation of hand building concepts or defensive play based on the
presence or absence of key tiles as well as threats of opponents;
transition to the waiting hand, selecting waiting concepts;
application of the final stage techniques;
application deceptive play techniques;
finishing.
Some of the processes listed may not take place exactly in the order shown or take
in repetitive manner (for example, player can get out of the waiting hand and then go

Lesson 11.

In order to build a complete hand a player should have some idea, – even better – a few ideas
on how the tiles in the hand will turn into a hand valued not less than the required minimum of
eight points. Such hand building ideas will be called “hand building concepts” (or
“concepts” for short).
As a rule, hand building concept is based on the fan valued not less than six points, we will call
such a fan “main”. If the main fan is worth eight points or more the minimum required to
complete the hand will be achieved automatically. However, if the main fan is worth six or even
four points then when building the complete hand it is necessary to acquire the missing points
at the expense of 1 or 2point fans, see the table “Supporting fans”.

Complete hand building scheme
After determining the initial restraints on the hand value depending on the current tournament
position the player proceeds to selection of appropriate hand building concepts. From the
outside it looks like trying on a few styles of readytowear dresses at the tailor’s. Each of the
dozen of hand building concepts is "tried on" the tiles of the hand: thus, the number of “ready”
tiles in his hand, the number of required tile replacements is determined, as well as assessed
chances of building a complete hand to a certain number of moves. After all, the number of
moves in the deal is strictly limited since either one of the players declares mahjong or deal
ends in a draw. All hand building concepts that fall beyond a reasonable time to implement
should be swept away as the unattainable. Moreover, when the player is unable to build hand
quickly or when there are explicit threats on the table he needs to give up hand building and
refocus on defensive play!
Hence, the general complete hand building scheme is as follows:
● for starting hand several hand building concepts are determined, each tile in hand
either is used in one or more concepts or is “idle” and can be used for discards;
● with every move "useful" tiles for any concept are kept while “idle” one are used for
discards;

● when there is no “idle” tiles it needs to make a choice of some concept rejection;
● when hand is waiting then, as a rule, only one concept remains, rarely two or more.
Note: Reevaluation of concepts should take place after every significant changes, such as,
coming to hand of discarding key tiles.
Note: If in the starting hand is hard to define hand building concepts the best strategy is to
discard isolated tiles until getting signs of any concept.
The table below presents the major hand building concepts. Each concept or group of
concepts is based on some fan(s). Examples of hands build according to presented concepts
can be found in “Lesson 9. Examples of complete hand scoring”.

Major hand building concepts
Three Mixed Shifted Chows
Hand building concept “Three Mixed Shifted Chows” includes fans based on three Chow sets
strictly in three different suits and having shift (“step”) in numbers of Chows: fan #51 "Mixed
Shifted Chows" (step 1), fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow" (step 0) and fan #39 "Mixed Straight"
(step 3). Undoubtedly, this concept is very effective for quick building of complete hand since
the total frequency of this concept is 33%, that is, it occurs every third deal! Quick “Hu”
declaration serves also as adequate defense against highscoring hands of opponents. The
concept widely uses the combinatorial possibilities when building Chows, for instance:
●

possibility to shift Chows – to tiles

●

added either
and
forming fan #41, either
and
forming fan #51;
doublesided wait for two different fans (based on three ready Chows and a Pair) –
,

,

,

,
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,
,
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.

When building a hand with fan #51 "Mixed Shifted Chows" it must be remembered that this fan
costs only six points out of the required to declare “Hu” eight. The easiest way to get two
missing points is by using fan #63 “All Chows”. The alternative is 2point fans based on Pungs
of Dragons (fan #59) or Winds (fans #60 and #61), fan #62 "Concealed Hand, as well as
combinations 1+1 of 1point fans (## 6980). All fans of the concept “Three Mixed Shifted
Chows” are combined with fan #52 "All Types" while fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow" is combined
with group fans (## 25, 26, 27, 36, 37).

Table. The major hand building concepts in Mahjong Competition Rules.
Hand building
concept

Fan

Value,
points

Frequency,
1/deals

fan #51 "Mixed Shifted Chows"

6

6

fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow"

8

10

fan #39 "Mixed Straight"

8

12

TOTAL

6/8

3

fan #50 "Half Flush"

6

7

810 singlesuited tiles and honors in 3+ sets

fan #22 "Full Flush"

24

31

810 singlesuited tiles in 3+ sets

TOTAL

6 / 24

6

All Types

fan #52 "All Types"

6

8

21 or better in DragonsWinds, several joints
or sets in three suits

All Pungs

fan #49 "All Pungs"

6

9

3 pairs or better

Three Mixed
Shifted Chows

Half / Full Flush

fan #28 "Pure Straight"
Three Pure
Shifted Chows

fan #30 "Pure Shifted Chows"

fan #19 "Seven Pairs"
№36 “Upper Four”

67 tiles in three sets of the main fan,
possibility of getting two points on a side
67 tiles in three sets of the main fan

13
16

TOTAL
Seven Pairs

How to recognize the starting hand

30
9

24

44
44

67 tiles in three sets of the main fan or
78 singlesuited tiles with the increased
possibility of forming sets
4 pairs or better

Upper / Lower
Four

fan #37 "Lower Four"

12

TOTAL

47
23

7+tiles in three sets of a group

fan #34 "Lesser Honors and Knitted Tiles"

12

62

fan #20 "Greater Honors and Knitted Tiles"

24

119

TOTAL

12 / 24

41

Melded Hand

fan #53 "Melded Hand"

6

33

Outside Hand

fan #55 "Outside Hand"

4

23

Several joints or sets with terminal tiles

Three Concealed
Pungs

fan #33 "Three Concealed Pungs"

16

134

322 or better

24

196

222, 321 or better in one suit with consecutive
numbers

64

394

211 or better in Dragons

Honors and
Knitted Tiles

Pure Shifted
Pungs
Little Three
Dragons

fan #24 "Pure Shifted Pungs"
fan #10 "Little Three Dragons"

47 different Honors, unconnected suit tiles, 2
pairs or less, total number of “ready” tiles for
knitted hand is not less than 9

Half / Full Flush
Hand building concept “Half / Full Flush” based on pure suit becomes dominant at high
concentration of tiles of the same suit and 12 pairs and better of Honor tiles. In borderline
cases decision in favor of “Half / Full Flush” should be based on quality of sets and the ability
of tiles in hand to form sets (for example, a Pair of Winds or Dragons can become Pung at the
very first discards). With the accumulation in the hand of a “critical mass” of singlesuited tiles
the ability to form subsequent sets until building complete hand grows many times. An
important factor in the choice of “Half / Full Flush” concept is that both fans, fan #22 "Full
Flush" and fan #50 "Half Flush" are a group fans, and therefore, to gain points for the
corresponding fan only a valid structure of complete hand is enough. This, in turn, opens up
opportunities for more points: 1point fans based on two Chow sets (fan #69 “Pure Double
Chow”, fan #71 "Short Straight" and fan #72 "Two Terminal Chows"), 16points fans based on
three Chow sets (fan #28 "Pure Straight" and fan #30 "Pure Shifted Chows"), 24 points for fan
#24 "Pure Shifted Pungs" and even 32 points for fan #16 "Four Pure Shifted Chows" or 48
points for fan #15 "Four Pure Shifted Pungs".
Note: 16points fans based on three Chow sets (fan #28 "Pure Straight" and fan #30 "Pure
Shifted Chows") represent a separate hand building concept that will be discussed below.
The flip side of highspeed qualities of “Half / Full Flush” hand building concept is an obvious
drawback – too clear signals in favor of the formation of singlesuited hand. Melded sets in one
suit as long as the absence of tiles of the same suit in discards can significantly simplify
defense for the opponents. A possible solution to this problem may be building hand or part of
it without declaring the sets. Undeclared sets on Honor tiles may contribute to the transition
from concept of “Half Flush” to the concept of “Full Flush”. The last but not the least, fan #50
"Half Flush" is worth only six points, that is, player has to ensure acquiring of two more points.
All Types
Hand building concept “All types” is a good choice in case when tiles are evenly distributed by
type. The great advantage of this concept is that there is no restraint to the type of set which
allows to combine this fan (#52) with many others, for example, with concepts “Three Mixed
Shifted Chows” or “All Pungs”. Due to the massive discard of Honor tiles in the early stage of
deal it is desirable to have in the WindsDragons distribution 21 (or 12) or better for quick
declaring of Pung. In general, Honor tiles may be difficult to get for this concept that is why it is
desirable to secure them in hand neglecting (to some extend) formation of sets in suited tiles.
Example: Starting with hand
discard
, declare Pung on
, discard
and
. Tiles in Bamboo may lead
to Pung or, alternatively can be used in one of the fans of the concept of “Three Mixed Shifted
Chows” depending on the arrival of the key tiles to the hand.
Concept “All Types” can be combined with other concepts, for example, “All Pungs”. “All
Types” is ideally combined with concept “Seven Pairs” producing complete hand worth 30
points. Also “All types” has many elements in common with the defensive hand building

strategy “Chicken hand”: any three sets in three suits but with the obligatory Pair of Honor
tiles. Thus, to move from “All Types” to “Chicken hand” having 21 in Honor tiles Pung should
not be declared. The last but not the least, fan #52 "All Types" is worth only seven guaranteed
points, that is, player has to ensure acquiring one more points, for instance by choosing 2point
Wind pung.
All Pungs
Hand building concept “All Pungs” one can consider having at least three pairs in hand,
however, the decision to follow this concept depends on tile patterns of pairs (Pungs). Forming
new Pung (via declaration or concealed) could be a starting point to move into a different
concept with the additional possibility combining with the “All Pungs”:
● standalone Pairs / Pungs in each type naturally may lead to “All Types”;
● three pairs in the same suit with consecutive numbers may lead to fan #24 "Pure
Shifted Pungs";
● three concealed Pungs represent same name concept (fan #33 “Three Concealed
Pungs”);
● the presence of Kongs can provide considerable addition to hand value (two Kongs),
or to become an independent concept (fan #17 “Three Kongs”).
Note: Pungs should not be declared if pairs are involved in the construction of the other fan
(like in fan #51 "Mixed Shifted Chows") or there are too many pairs. It is believed that Pung
should not be declared if there is no other Pung in a concealed hand, that is, having five pairs
with structure “22222111” Pung is not declared while and with “3222211” is declared.
The concept "All Pungs" is an easytolearn concept with great flexibility in choosing tile
patterns, besides, it is considered to be a defensive strategy. That is because for discards
recently discarded tile patterns are used preserving tiles that haven't been discarded yet.
Three Pure Shifted Chows
Current hand building concept is extremely effective for two reasons: the high cost of the main
fan (16 points, fans # 28 "Pure Straight" or # 30 "Pure Shifted Chows") and the highest
combinatorial capacity of tiles due to the possibility to shift singlesuited Chows in increments
of 1, 2 or 3 by player’s choice. The concept should be considered if there are 67 “ready” tiles
in three sets of main fan or 78 singlesuited tiles with a high possibility of forming sets. When
building this hand one needs to focus precisely on the main fan declaring Chows for the main
fan only and refusing to use tempo for declaring other sets until the main fan is ready or hand
becomes waiting. Nonkey set can be beside ordinary Chow a Pung (Kong) or even the
continuation of shifted Chows leading to fan #16 "Four Pure Shifted Chows" (32 points). The
concept is combined with “Half Flush” and even with “ Full Flush” (40+ points) though key
choice is the speed of building hand. With four singlesuited Chows in hand there are cases
waiting for two different variants of the main fan (see Hand 10. “Pure Shifted Chows”).
Note: This concept also includes fan #23 "Pure Triple Chow" worth 24 points, however, its
frequency is 50100 (!) times less than considered above 16points fans #28 "Pure Straight"
and #30 "Pure Shifted Chows".

Seven Pairs
Current hand building concept one can consider having at least four pairs in hand, it can also
go into the concept “All Pungs”. With five pairs in the structure of "22222111" it is considered
that for completing hand it far better to get one tile to the sixth pair, however, with the structure
"3222211" one can declare Pung. The concept “Seven Pairs” can be combined with fan “All
types” and which is rare with group fans. From the point of view of opponents defense against
“Seven Pairs” is exceptionally difficult since hand be waiting for any tile. This concept as well
as the concept “All Pungs” is a defensive strategy. That is because for discards recently
discarded tile patterns are used preserving tiles which haven't been discarded yet.
Groups
As mentioned in paragraph “Tile groups” any valid by hand structure complete hand consisting
solely of tiles of some tile group is counted as the same with the group name fan (called “group
fan”). The simplest example of tile group concept hand has already been discussed above in
paragraph “Half / Full Flush”. In practice, when there is a sufficient number of tiles of any
group in starting hand (usually, 78 tiles in three sets) group fan concepts can be chosen.
Group fans ## 25, 26, 27, 36, 37 are perfectly combined with fan #41 “Mixed Triple Chow”. All
groups are also combined with a fan #19 "Seven Pairs".
Honors and Knitted Tiles
Current hand building concept can be a lifeline for starting hand with large number of single
Honor tiles and unconnected suited tiles. The structure and content of complete hand with fan
#20 “Greater Honors and Knitted Tiles” or fan #34 “Lesser Honors and Knitted Tiles” was
described in detail in the paragraph ”Honors and Knitted Tiles”. However, when choosing this
concept it should be clear that hand until waiting must be kept concealed. This imposes
limitations on the quality of starting hand, roughly, it can be 37 different Honor tiles, suited
disconnected tiles, no more than two pairs, at least nine “ready” tiles. Hands of ”knitted”
concepts are completely ineffective in the initial and middle stages of the deal, however, they
are extremely effective in the final stage, for several reasons:
● hand always has 3sided wait with total number of 68 out possible 12 available tiles;
● hand can be waiting for 12 different Honor tiles which can be discarded by opponents
due to low “utility” in their hands;
● when choosing to play defensive the player can use Honor tiles for a relatively safe
discards.
Note: With a large number of terminal and Honor tiles in starting hand it is important not to
miss the opportunity to build a hand with fan #7 “Thirteen Orphans”. 79 suited tiles of Knitted
Straight may lead to transient hand structure for which Honor tiles can be used to form Pung /
Kong and a Pair.

Situational hand building concepts
Hand building concepts may be called “situational” when they have restrictions on their
applicability. These concepts work efficiently either in the initial or final stages of the deal, or
upon the occurrence of strictly defined conditions.

Melded Hand
Hand building concept “Melded hand” can be called a fast, defensive strategy with elements of
a deceptive play. Its efficiency in the initial stage of deal is pretty high, because the possibility of
discard to the “melded hand” (four declared open sets) substantially limits the building of their
opponents hands. However, in the final stage of deal, on the contrary, the risk to discard a tile
into an expensive hand of an opponent is very high. When four declared sets clearly have two
points, such a hand can win by discard of any opponent which greatly complicates the
defense. When four declared sets clearly have only one point although a win is still possible it
gives information to the opponents for a possible choice of tile patterns for discards. Finally,
when four declared sets clearly have 6+ points then this hand becomes extremely dangerous
for opponents because it can win not only from discard but also selfdrawn (six points in
melded sets + one point for waiting + one point for selfdrawn = eight points required for
declaring mahjong). Additional opportunity to win on four declared sets in addition to taking tile
from discard is win on tile replacement after declaring Kong which requires the presence of set
of a Pung among declared sets with fourth tile of tile pattern not discarded yet.
Outside Hand
Hand building concept “Outside Hand” is a great opportunity to build a hand from the start.
The structure of this hand suggests Pungs and a Pair of terminal or Honor tiles as well as
Chows 123 or 789. If the concentration in the starting hand of Pungs, Pairs, single terminal
and Honor tiles and (almost) ready Chow 123 or 789 is high then the concept “Outside
Hand” must be considered one of the main. Fan #55 "Outside Hand" costs only four points,
however, to get missing for declaring mahjong four points is rarely an impossible task.
Situational concepts based on Pungs
This group of hand building concept combines several rare fans, based on the Pungs with a
cost of at least eight points: fan #12 "Four Concealed Pungs", fan #15 "Four Pure Shifted
Pungs", fan #21 "All Even Pungs", fan #24 "Pure Shifted Pungs", fan #32 "Triple Pung", fan
#33 "Three Concealed Pungs", fan #42 “Pure Shifted Pungs”. The main strategy for the fans
related to comparing of tile patterns is collecting of declaring of those Pungs. For the fans
associated with the concealedness of sets, on the contrary, the strategy is to take as many tiles
from the wall. The situation of “three concealed Pungs and two pairs” in the hand represents
certain difficulties when tile for mahjong is discarded by an opponent. The difference in the
total number of points the player can earn in the form of declaring mahjong from discard or
selfdrawn (after passing “Hu” declaration from discard) is enormous: (16+6+2)+24=48 points
in the first case, and (64+4)*3+24=228 points in the second. The choice for the player is based
solely on the current tournament position.
Little Three Dragons
Despite the apparent rarity of fan #10 "Little Three Dragons", once per 400 deals, winning 64
points can significantly affect the distribution of seats in the game. Consider the possibility of
such a fan having the distribution of Dragons tiles in starting hand no less than 211.
Discarded as a rule during the initial stage of a deal Dragon tiles may become two Pungs of
Dragons which will force opponents to play purely defensively. The main strategy of a player
with “Three Dragons” concept is to hide the presence of ready sets in hand as much as

possible and waiting on the Dragon tile. Never open concealed Pung of Dragons for Melded
Kong.
Chicken hand
Hand building concept “Chicken hand” refers to “fast” situational strategies as well as “Melded
hand” concept. With no necessity to relate sets in the different suits given the appropriate
structure of starting hand it allows to build waiting hand extremely fast. An obvious
disadvantage of the concept is inability to win selfdrawn, however, the advantage in speed of
building complete hand compensates it. The player needs to be careful in sets formation and
type of wait to avoid the appearance of any points (for the wait, last tile, etc.).
Note: When waiting for “Chicken hand” after taking ‘Flower” tile from the wall the best decision
is ... to discard it since declaration of “Flower” and further replacement will not allow to win due
to appearing of one point for for selfdraw while there is a certain risk to discard to somebody’s
hand.

Concepts based on fans combination
There are several fans worth two or four points, a combination of which in hand can provide
the required minimum of eight points:
● fan #56 "Fully Concealed Hand" + fan #63 "All Chows" + fan #68 "All Simples" = 4 + 2
+ 2 = 8 points;
● fan #56 "Fully Concealed Hand" + fan #58 "Last Tile" = 4 + 4 = 8 points;
● fan #62 "Concealed Hand" + fan #63 "All Chows" + fan #68 "All Simples" +2 (to get
from lowcost fans) = 2 + 2 + 2 +2 = 8 points.
The use of such combinations of fans may be considered as standalone concept of hand with
a minimum points.
Exercise: Using fans flash cards (for more information about fans flash cards please refer to
“Appendices” section) please find several options for combination of fans with value of not
more than four points to obtain complete hand with a value of not less than eight points. For
each found combination indicate: concealed and open parts of the hand and a method of
getting winning tile.

Lesson 12.

The term "wait" is used in mahjong on a few occasions:
● if one tile is missing for making complete hand, then we say that the hand is "waiting" /
“on the wait”;
● "wait" is also called the totality of tiles that completes the hand;
● complete hand gets one point for “wait” in case of one of three fans: fan #77 "Edge
Wait", fan #78 "Closed Wait", fan #79 "Single Wait".

For the matter of further description we will use the terms:
● “type of wait” – a classification on the number of different tile patterns that completes
the hand: 1sided, 2sided, 3sided, …, 9sided and 13sided;
● “wait” / “total wait” – a particular variant of waiting expressed in specific tiles.
Please, note that waiting is not somewhat permanent. When "standing" tiles are changed then
type of wait and total wait can also be changed.

How much is waiting scored?
Four types of waits are represented in fans of “Green Book”: fan #4 “Nine Gates”, fan #77
"Edge Wait", fan #78 "Closed Wait", fan #79 "Single Wait". How much does a wait cost, in
other words, how many points you can get for it?
Exactly one point may be obtained for three cases of 1sided wait:
●

fan #77 "Edge Wait" –

●

fan #78 "Closed Wait" –

●

fan #79 "Single Wait" –

+

;
+

+

;

.

Also one point can be obtained by waiting strictly for one tile pattern with arbitrary
combinations of 1sided fans (## 7779), for example:
+

,

+

+

,

etc.

Waiting does not bring the points in the following cases:
●
●
●

if it is multisided –
+
/
;
if it is implied by structure – “Seven Pairs”;
if it is not described in "Green Book" – for instance, for eight tiles of Knitted Straight.

How it works
In order to understand how the part of hand which is waiting for the winning tile looks like let’s
conduct a simple experiment – from any complete set please remove one tile, and this must be
done for different structures and different sets. For a compact presentation of the main results
of this experiment we need a shorthand recording of the key elements of the hands (see table
below).
Exercise: Please, try to do the above experiment and to find some variants of tiles in hand
waiting for the winning tile.

Table. Hand shorthand notation.
Shorthand examples

Description

D, DD, DDD, DDDD,
D1122, D1112233

Dragons: without numbers – same Dragons tile, numbers
indicate the different Dragons tiles.

W, WW, WWW,
WWWW, W1112, W1234

Winds: without numbers – same Winds tile, numbers indicate
the different Winds tiles.

B, T, C, S, B123,
C222345, S3334, BB,
TTT, CCCC

Suits: Bamboo, doTs, Characters, “S” – any suit, the numbers
indicate tiles of the same suit, without numbers – tiles of the
same pattern.

31, 4442, 33332

Numbers without letters indicate the distribution of tiles of the
same pattern.

Note: To avoid the same letter with Dragons suit “Dots” is coded “T”.
Below types of waits for different hand structures will be covered. It is important to consider
examples in some generalized form regardless specific tile patterns.
"Thirteen Orphans" structure
If we remove the winning tile from complete hand with structure “Thirteen Orphans” then we
get two options: thirteen single terminal and Honor tiles or eleven such tiles plus a Pair. For a
group of thirteen tiles we are dealing with 13sided type of wait  any tile out of listed thirteen
completes the hand. This kind of multisided wait is not described in "Green Book" (though
9sided wait is described in fan #4 “Nine Gates”). In case of eleven tiles and a Pair a hand is
always waiting for one tile pattern. This 1sided wait is also not described in "Green Book".
“Honors and Knitted tiles” structure
If we remove the winning tile from complete hand with structure “Honors and Knitted tiles”
then we get thirteen single tiles having a certain symmetry, as the complete hand this structure
is obtained by removing two tiles from sixteen (nine tiles of Knitted Straight and seven single
Honors). Thus, any hand of this structure will always wait for three tiles what is very efficient in
the final stage of the deal. This 3sided wait does not bring any points, because it is
multisided.
“Seven Pairs” structure
If we remove the winning tile from complete hand with structure “Seven Pairs” then for the
majority of cases we get six pairs and a single tile, that is, the structure “2222221” waiting for a
Pair. One point for fan #79 "Single Wait" will not be counted since the structure clearly
suggests that type of wait (“The NonRepeat Principle”).
Upon the occurrence of certain conditions thirteen tiles waiting for "Seven Pairs" can also be
waiting for complete hand of regular structure for the same or other tile pattern, or even wait
may be multisided. The possibility of alternative wait depends on the presence of tile patterns
of the same suit with consecutive numbers in the hand.

Exercise: For each of the structures below waiting for "Seven Pairs" please find a hand
waiting for complete hand of a regular structure.
Note: Hand structures waiting for "Seven Pairs" are: “2222221”, “322222”, “422221”, “43222”,
“44221”, “4432”, “4441”.
Transient hand structure
If we remove the winning tile from complete hand with transient hand structure we get two
options: tile was taken from Knitted Straight or from one of two sets. 1sided wait for Knitted
Straight is also not described in "Green Book" that’s why it brings no points. Types of waits for
two remaining sets will be discussed below in the paragraph relating to regular hand structure.

Types of waits in regular hands
Hands with regular hand structure have some peculiarities, therefore, they will be considered
separately. In contrast to the hands with irregular or transient hand structure the possibility to
use regular sets like Chows or Pungs, likewise several sets in the same suit allows to diversify
types of waits significantly.
What is “fragment”?
“Fragment" are tiles which will be left when one tile is removed from regular set (except
Kongs). Only four variants of "fragments" (hands are written in shorthand notation) are
possible:
● “Pair without a tile” – DDD=D / WWW=W / SSS=S, that is, a single tile;
● “Pung without a tile” – DDDD=DD / WWWW=WW / SSSS=SS, that is, a pair;
● “Chow without edge tile” – S234S4=S23, that is, sequence of two tiles in one suit;
● “Chow without middle tile” – S234S3=S24, that is, two tiles in one suit with difference
two in numbers.
What is “waiting element”?
“Waiting element” in simple words are tiles which are actually involved in waiting for winning
tile(s). More scientific definition: the portion of “standing” tiles, the totality of tiles each tile of
which enters a set with the presence of any waiting (winning) tile.
Example: Out of “standing” tiles
since Pung
tiles:

or

“waiting element” is only
does not contain (“not involved”) any of winning

in complete hand.

Sets and fragments combining
So, the hand waiting for completed regular hand should consist of a certain number of regular
sets and one fragment. What tile is hand waiting for? Definitely, one of possible waiting tiles is
a tile which completes the “fragmented” set. To find all possible waiting tiles waiting element
but not whole “standing” tiles should be examined. Types of waits change significantly in the

presence of symmetry in waiting element or the possibility of an alternative partitioning of
structure into the sets. Let’s consider some examples to support the above stated.
S23
Waiting element and also a fragment S23 was obtained from Chow by discarding tile from one
end. It turned out that due to symmetry the fragment is waiting for tile in both ends, for S1 and
S4, that is, wait becomes 2sided!
S2345
Waiting element S2345 was obtained by "gluing" of a single tile M2 and samesuited Chow.
Please, note that due to symmetry there is a tile “transference” and hence an increase in type
of wait: S2345 is waiting 2sided for both S2 and S5. Further improvement of type of wait is
possible when adding one more samesuited Chow, S2345678 is waiting for S2, S5 and S8.
S23456
Waiting element S23456 was obtained by "gluing" of fragment S23 and samesuited Chow.
Please, note that due to symmetry there is a tile “transference” and hence an increase in type
of wait: S23456 is waiting 3sided for S1, S4 and S7. Further improvement of type of wait
when adding one more samesuited Chow does not take place, S23456789 is waiting also for
three tiles, that is only due to suit sequence is limited with numbers from 1 to 9 and there is no
such tile like S10 in playing set.
Two Pairs
This is the first waiting element which may consist of tiles of different tile types (for instance,
Winds and Dots). One Pair is a fragment which is obtained from Pung after the removal of one
tile, the other Pair comes from regular hand structure. Because of the symmetry waiting
element “Two pairs” is waiting for two tiles.
S3334
Waiting element S3334 can be obtained in two different ways: by "gluing" of fragment S34 and
a Pair S33 or, alternatively, Pung S333 and a single tile S4. In this way, this item has a 3sided
wait: S2, S4 and S5. This fragment is a good example of possibilities of alternative partitioning
of singlesuited structure into the sets. If “glue” S3334 with samesuited Chow or Pung then
each of new elements (S3334567 or S3334555) will have 5sided wait! Singlesuited
multiwaits will be covered below in a separate section.
S3335
Waiting element S3335 can be obtained in two different ways: by "gluing" of fragment S35 and
a Pair S33 or, alternatively, Pung S333 and a single tile S5. Because of missing S4 tile current
element has only 2sided wait: S4 and S5.
Chameleons
The term “chameleon” was proposed by Vitaly Novikov in 2005 to describe a twocomponent
hands with multiple waits. The simplest “chameleon” is a two pairs waiting 2sided for two
different tiles. The main caveat is that each of the two components can be broken down into

sets either without a tile or with a tile. It looks like either chameleon by itself or chameleon
receiving a fly / tile (see picture below).

Picture. Chameleons.
More complex "chameleons" can be obtained by adding to suit Pair a Chow provided tile
patterns of a Pair and edge tile of a Chow coincide, for example, B22234 C22 has 3sided
wait for B2, B5, C2. By adding Chow to different places one can get “chameleons”: B22234
C22234, B22234567 C22, B22234567 C22234.
Note: The presence of multiple waits in hand does not guarantee the required minimum of
points, the player must be careful!
Note: If any Pair in “chameleon” is a Pair of Honors then the number of options is reduced
since no Chows of Honors can be incorporated into the structure.

Singlesuited multiwaits
In 2004 Vitaly Novikov carried out a statistical study “Waits Analysis” in which all possible
singlesuited hands with a regular hand structure were determined (see
http://www.mahjongco.narod.ru/waits_analysis.html). The main result of a study is reference
tables listing parts of singlesuited hand consisting of 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 tiles waiting at
least for one tile. Some findings of the study will be presented in this section.

Table. Singlesuited waits distribution.
Waits

1+1
=2

2+1
=3

4+1
=5

5+1
=6

7+1
=8

8+1
=9

10+1
= 11

11+1
= 12

9

13+1
= 14
1

8

2

16

7

2

79

6

30

392

5

11

229

1,335

4

64

622

2,948

3
2

12

3

248

45

1,797

296

6,739

6

102

90

1,046

217

5,086

2,532

14,493

1

9

18

135

244

1,037

1,584

4,765

6,211

14,067

Total

9

24

249

337

2,406

2,246

12,533

9,039

40,070

As one can see from the table all the structures without a pair ("2 + 1", "5 + 1", "8 + 1", "11 +
1", that is, with a number of tiles multiple by three) have a very limited number of possible
waits (maximum of three). This is not surprising, as the Pair gives flexibility, mainly in the form
of transformation, "Pair + tile = Pung". The maximum number of waits of a singlesuited hand
is nine, this is fan # 4 "Nine Gates".
Table. Singlesuited structures which are leaders in the number of waits (recorded shorthand,
with accuracy up to shift and symmetry).
Number of Waits

Structure

Wait

Comment

2

23

1, 4

2tiles sequence

2223

1, 3, 4

2tiles sequence + marginal pair

23456

1, 4, 7

5tiles sequence

2223444

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

3tiles sequence + two marginal pairs,
letter “U”

2223456

1, 3, 4, 6, 7

5tiles sequence + marginal pair

8

2223456777

1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8

6tiles sequence + two marginal pairs,
long letter “U”

9

1112345678999

1, 2, 3, 4,

9tiles sequence + two marginal pairs,

3

5

5, 6, 7, 8, 9

the longest letter “U”

Note: To simplify the letter before number is omitted (ie, "S23" is written as "23").
Note: The last structure “1112345678999” (“Nine Gates”) in the table shall by analogy be
waiting for ... 11 tiles, for “0” and “10” if only these tiles existed!

Waiting in a competitive environment
When choosing waiting options it is necessary to consider one nuance that occurs in a
competitive environment. Imagine a middle or final stage of the deal, at least two players are
waiting, moreover the players won't have to give up their hands even if dangerous tile comes.
For instance, if one player has 2sided wait for six available tiles while the other player has
only 1sided wait with two available tiles then guided by basic knowledge of probability theory it
can be argued that the chances of the first player to win far exceed the odds of the second
player. Since the tile for completing hand taken by another player who in turn will discard it
without giving up own hand is equivalent to tile taking by the player himself / herself!

Increasing chances of winning
There are a few important ways to increase player’s chances to build a complete hand: wait on
nonkey set improvement, alternative wait on the key set and “rebound” waits. Let us discuss
all of these cases below.
Wait on nonkey set improvement
"Key" set is constituent part of fan, while nonkey set can be anything. Strategic objective
when building hands lies in increasing the chances of participation of the nonkey sets in waits,
for example, fan #22 "Full Flush" or fan #52 "All Types" allow to do this on any set. Also, if you
have ready fan in hand based on three sets then the remaining four tiles can be used to obtain
1, 2 or 3sided waits.
Alternative wait on the key set
If 2sided wait for Chow creates a key set (and, hence, fan) for only one side, the second side
may be used either as a key set for another fan or as an entry for using fan #58 "Last Tile"
(worth four points), for instance:
●

🔒

,

,

,

🔓

creates a key set for fan #51 "Mixed Shifted Chows", while +
for fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow";
●

🔒

,

,

,

creates a key set for fan #39 "Mixed Straight", while +
"Chicken Hand";

🔓

+

–

– creates a key set

+

–

– is suitable for fan #43

●

🔒

,

,

,

🔓

+

–

creates a key set for fan #51 "Mixed Shifted Chows", while “Last tile” of
provides exactly eight points.
“Last Tile”
Mahjong Competition Rules have a very special rule that significantly affects gameplay of the
second half of the deal: if three copies of winning tile have been already played (as discards or
as parts of declared sets) then winning tile brings four points, this is fan # 58 "Last Tile". This
feature can be a lifesaving straw for declaring “Hu” for many hands that do not contain
highscoring fans. The only limitation is usage namely of the fourth copy of winning tile.
“Rebound” waits
"Rebound" is the possibility to win in a relatively casual way, or strictly on a specific tile on a
nonstandard structure hand:
● “Out with Replacement Tile” – while being waiting to declare any type of Kong, if
replacing after Kong tile form a complete hand, then “Hu” may be declared.
● “Robbing The Kong” – choose waiting tile like in opponents’ Melded Pung, tile used to
declare by opponent Promoted Kong may be used for declaring of “Hu”.
● “Last Tile Draw” and “Last Tile Claim” – declaring of “Hu” when the wall is depleted.
● The combination of fan #58 "Last Tile" and fan #64 "Tile Hog" (worth 4+2=6 points), is
very effective in the initial and middle stages of deal. The player declares Pung but the
hand is waiting for just taken for Pung tile. With certain chances this tile may be
considered safe to discard by opponents. For instance a player having in hand
or
declare Pung on
and wait for
(that is
only 4+2=6 points, two more for required minimum should be available in hand).

Lesson 13.

Joints
Earlier in Chapter 3 building complete hand was considered in general terms. Now, it is time to
go down to the micro level, to individual tiles. After all, individual tiles constitute “bricks” for
building sets and, hence, hands. Connected or relatively connected singlesuited groups of
tiles will be called “joints”. During building the hand joints are modified into sets or even they
may disappear completely.
Effective building of complete hand of a given hand structure should take into account the
ability of joints be transformed into sets taking into account the probability and restrictions on

methods of receiving tile to the hand. For hands of irregular hand structure declarations are
impossible in principle, all tiles except for winning tile should be collected in a concealed hand.
For hands with regular hand structure declarations may speed up the process of receiving tiles
into hand. It should also be remembered that any declaration must be done consciously and
be really necessary since it reduces options for building other sets and significantly reduces the
defensive properties of the hand.
The table below shows the main transformations of joints in a regular hands depending on
objective. For each case number of suitable tile patterns and total number of waiting tiles is
given. Shown options for “central” tile patterns should be generalized for other tile
patterns by shifting and rotating of considered element by numbers reducing the variety of
options for the edge numbers of suits.
Example: Transformation options for joint 556 will also be true for joints 223, 334, 445, 667,
778 (shift), 233, 344, 455, 566, 677, 788 (shift and rotation), however, there would be
significantly less transformation options for elements 112, 889, 122, 899 (edge numbers).
Table. The options of joints transformation in regular hands.
Tiles in
joint
1→2

2→3

3→3
(change)

4→5

Transformation option

Suitable tile
patterns

Number of
waiting tiles

5 → 55 (Pair)

5

3

5 → 56 / 57 (Chow fragment)

3, 4, 6, 7

16

45 → 345 / 456 (Chow)

3, 6

8

46 → 456 (Chow)

5

4

55 → 555 (Pung)

5

2

556 → 456 / 567 / 555 (Set)

4, 5, 7

10

557 → 567 / 555 (Set)

5, 6

6

357 → 345 / 567 (Chow)

4, 6

8

4567 → 44567 / 45677 (Chow + Pair)

4, 7

6

4456 → 44456 / 44567 (Chow + Pair)

4, 7

6

4556 → 45556 (Chow + Pair)

5

2

5566 → 55566 / 55666 (Pung + Pair)

5, 6

4

5556 → 45556 / 55566 / 55567 (Set + Pair)

4, 6, 7

11

5557 → 55567 / 55577 (Set + Pair)

6, 7

7

Note: Shorthand hand notation without letter “S” is used.

Exercise: Build a similar table for joints containing edge numbers of suits (1 / 9). Compare the
results in both tables.

Looking for “the weakest link”
The main player’s activity during gameplay is selecting tile for discard since receiving of tiles to
hand with rare exception of declaring sets occurs against player’s will. Discarding the “right”
tile can significantly accelerate building of a complete hand. Whatever joints or single tiles
starting hand consists of the completed regular hand must have exactly five sets. Based on
what principles should the player act when choosing tile for discard?
First of all, it is necessary to decide on hand building concepts. At the initial stage there may be
several ones. All tiles engaged in the chosen concepts cannot be discarded! Order of
discarding tiles outside of chosen concepts may vary depending on tactical goals: safety
reasons, possibility of improving hand, etc. Once there are no tiles left outside of chosen
concepts then player has to make a choice based on general assessment of situation at the
table.
And how to make choices in the absence of significant constraints? General recommendation
is based on “efficiency”, that is the possibility of building set(s) out of joints, but also taking into
account the remaining number of suitable tiles in the game. The player must consider the
options of turning each joint into a set or several sets, the best is to rate them (for instance,
based on the total number of suitable tiles) and choose a tile to discard for a joint having the
worst indicator, “the weakest link”.
Example: Out of

or

single Wind, that’s why better to discard

far less chances for the further development has
. However, if

is engaged in some hand

building concepts (like “All Types”), the best to discard
.
Example: Building “Seven Pairs” hand an obvious measure of choosing tile for discard is the
total number of available tiles left in play.

Lesson 14.

In this lesson examples of complete hand building will be presented in order to create for the
reader a solid perception of the matter of Chapter 3. Some agreement:
● before tiles taken to the hand “down” arrow will be placed ⇩,
● before discarded tiles “up” arrow will be placed ⇧,
● before tiles takenanddiscarded two arrows will be placed ⇩⇧,
● starting hand will always have thirteen tiles.

Hand 1. “Mixed Shifted Chows”
Starting hand: 🔒

. Hand offers

no ideas that’s why we alternately will discard single Honor tiles: ⇩

⇧

,⇩

. The latest two tiles significantly have changed position, now in hand 🔒

, ⇩

⇧

,⇩

⇧

there are as many as two
possibilities to implement hand building concept “Three Mixed Shifted Chows”: B123 T234
C345 and B123 T456 C789. There is also the third option based on Mixed Triple Chow 234
but it is not as effective because two ready pairs must be broken up. Thus, we find two
possible tiles as candidates for discard –
later we declare Chow on discard of

and

, we discard ⇧

. Several moves

. In hand 🔒

, discarding ⇧

,

,
,
🔓
we have typical for the current concept
fork, to declare “Hu” it needs two different sets of tiles:
●

⇩

or ⇩

(declaring Chow) forces ⇧

with waiting for

also there is a backup plan with the wait for the "Last Tile”

/

, and

;

●

⇩
or ⇩
or from discard);

forces ⇧

with effective 2sided wait for

●

⇩

or ⇩

forces ⇧

●

⇩
or ⇩
provide two chances, we may discard either ⇧
, or ⇧
, since
there is no substantial difference in complete hand value the best choice is to make

with the wait for

decision based on the presence of tiles
waiting.

/

and

/

(selfdrawn

;

in the game at the time of

Hand 2. “All Types”
Starting hand: 🔒

, player is

seating at North. Opponents discard:
,
,
. Our actions? This hand can be traced
for 23 hand building concepts: “All Pungs”, “Half Flush” (on “Bamboo”) and “All Types”. After
declaring Pung on

, it is necessary to select tile for discard which would help to combine

two or even three concepts, we discard
. After ⇩
we discard ⇧
since concept “All
Types” appears to be most relevant while “Half Flush” concept is in question. After several
moves ⇩

replaces ⇧

.

Hand 🔒
🔓
is interesting
because in addition to concept “All Types” one more concept might take place which is “Three
Mixed Shifted Chows” beside there are two options for the latter – “Mixed Triple Chow” in
345 or shifted Chows with step 1: C345, T456, B567. Upon taking the third ⇩
discard ⇧

we

preserving the possibility of “Mixed Triple Chow” in 345 by means of

discarding the third

. After declaring Chow on

we have 2sided wait for

(selfdrawn or from discard) with hand: 🔒
,

,

or

🔓

,

.

Hand 3. “Half Flush”
Starting hand: 🔒
. Due to
abundance of Bamboo and Honor tiles capable of forming four sets the first hand building
concept is obvious which is "Half Flush". The second concept is vaguely observed, it is “All
Pungs”. Only

tile is left outside of chosen two concepts. Declaring Pung on

preserves the possibility of two concepts. ⇩⇧
was recently discarded by opponent).

, ⇩⇧

,⇩

⇧

,⇩

or
⇧

(since

appeared in discard, what we are going to

do? Obviously, Pung is declared, what to discard next from hand 🔒
🔓
tiles, so we discard ⇧

? “The weakest link” here are single Wind

. Now, developing of hand will depend on available tiles: when

opportunity comes to Pung on
,
or
we declare it discarding the second Wind
tile. If Bamboo tile for Chow will be discarded then we take it moving to “Half Flush” concept
discarding Characters. In three moves player on the left discards
. After several more moves ⇩

. “Standing” tiles represent several opportunities

⇧

for further hand development. For ⇩

, “Chi!”, discarding ⇧

and discarding ⇧

🔓

for the hand 🔒

we get 3sided wait –

(selfdrawn or from discard), or for
enough points.

or

only selfdrawn or with “Last Tile” since there are not

Exercise: For hand 🔒
please describe all the possible cases
of obtaining the necessary tile (either from the wall or from discard) for becoming waiting after
discarding 8th tile from the hand.

Hand 4. “All Types with fans combining”
Starting hand: 🔒
. Having
distribution of tiles in Winds / Dragons not worse than 21 and uniform distribution of tiles by
Suits we see ideal chances for hand building concept “All Types”. At the same time it is quite
possible to get additional fans “All Pungs” or “Seven Pairs”, as a byproduct to main concept
fan “Chicken Hand” might take place. Apparent candidate for the first discard is
the second

(unless

is taken with the first draw from the wall), we will cherish single Wind tile,

discarding unconnected tiles. ⇩

⇧

, ⇩

⇧

, player on the left discards

what we are going to do? Hand has changed significantly: 🔒

,

, the presence of four pairs gives some hope for the
implementation of concept "Seven Pairs" not counting concept "All Pungs". Decision to declare
Pung on

or not depends on player’s choice and preferences but mainly on tournament

position. We declare Pung, ⇧

, then ⇩⇧

, in a while one more ⇩

, ⇩⇧

patterns (

,

,

patterns (

,

,

few more moves we get ⇩

no doubt. In hand: 🔒

comes to hand, ⇧
🔓

, we can declare Pungs on four tile

and

) while declare Chows on the other four tile

and

). ⇩

comes to hand, discarding ⇧

🔓
and ⇧

depend on the presence of tiles

,

.

. We

begs to be discarded, but the answer will
,

not appear, however, despite the fact that

and

in the game. One tile

still did

was not discarded (and Pung was not

declared), it could be used in three ways of declared Chow. If both copies of
played, then discarding ⇧

, in a

, what to discard? This question only seems to be rhetorical, we

have in hand: 🔒
have only two options: ⇧

, player seating opposite discards

will look pretty unwise. However, if both copies of

have been
have not

been played, then discard ⇧
and wait for highscoring hand, main fans of which will be:
● fan #52 "All Types" = 6 points;
● fan #49 "All Pungs" = 6 points;
● and when selfdrawn then two concealed Pungs will turn into three, fan #33 "Three
Concealed Pungs" = 16 points.
Note: The reader is invited to score the total hand value considering several options: win
selfdrawn and from discard for both waiting tiles as well as various combinations of "Prevalent
Wind" and "Seat Wind".

Hand 5. “Pure Shifted Chows”
Starting hand: 🔒
. Six relatively
connected tiles in Dots give chance to collect three “Pure Shifted Chows” costing as much as
16 points. The second idea is based on the relative proximity of numbers of suited tiles in three
Suits trying to get fan "Mixed Shifted Chows". Single Honor tiles will not help us develop the
concept "Half Flush", for the first three discards we will discard them. So, ⇩
⇧

,⇩

⇧

,⇩

⇧

,⇩

. Stop! Something significant has happened. In hand: 🔒

it appeared an autonomous
mechanism for the formation of Pure Shifted Chows. To see it the tiles need for tiles in Dots to
be separated as follows:
,
,
. Every two tiles are Chow fragment,
they are able to act independently of each other to obtain tiles needed to form Chow. Hand
building is complete, at least “on paper”: we have three sets worth 16 points, the rest can be
Chow / Pung / Kong and a Pair. To ensure speed we will take tiles from the wall, declaring
Chows only for the sets of the main fan, assuming that the remaining tiles form sets by
themselves. We definitely will keep a Pair
will come from the wall, hence, we discard ⇧

,

can also be useful if

or

. Alternatively, we have concept on “Mixed

Shifted Chows” for C123 B234 T345. In three moves a player on the left discards
,
“Chi!”. A fragment in Characters has less chance than the fragment in Bamboo for forming on
nonkey set ⇧
🔒

. After several turns we get from the wall ⇩
🔓

, discarding ⇧

. Hand:

has two options of

building the main fan, for
or for
. Upon receiving of these tiles either from the wall or
by declaring Chow we discard the second tile in Dots leading for waiting hand (the wait on
nonkey set may be improved). However, upon receiving of
and ⇧

has to be done based on situation at the table.

the choice between ⇧

Exercise: Consider all the options of changing wait for the hand
when
receiving tile from the wall or from discard. In which cases is it advisable to change waiting
tile?

Hand 6. “Honors and Knitted Tiles”
The main problem for a single Honor tile in the hand is an extremely low ability to form sets.
Only after another identical tile will come to hand forming a Pair it becomes possible to declare
Pung. If there are a lot of single Honor tiles in hand, the chance to for at least one Pair of
them, of course, grows. However, these tiles will occupy a space in the hand slowing down the
formation of sets of suited tiles. Discarding Honor tiles will take precious time with no
guarantee of coming useful tiles to the hand.
There are several ways to use a large number of Honor tiles: to build a hand using concepts
“Thirteen Orphans”, “Seven Pairs”, “All Terminals and Honors or “Honors and Knitted Tiles”.
The choice is based on player’s tournament position, tiles of a hand and what is happening at
the table.

Starting hand: 🔒
. There are
five single Honor tiles in a hand. The number of “ready” tiles for concept “Thirteen Orphans” is
equal to nine, not a lot! “Seven Pairs” with one starting Pair is also not unattainable. For the
concept “Honors and Knitted Tiles” with knitted sequences B147, C258, T369 number of
“ready” tiles is equal to ten, that’s satisfactory. If hand building concept is beyond doubt then
the general line is to discard all paired tiles and the “extra” tiles of knitted sequences. At the
moment, an obvious candidate for a discard is
. Attention! If during the first moves some
terminal or Honor tiles will come to the hand then it will be necessary to reconsider the
concept. ⇩
, ⇩⇧

⇧
, ⇩⇧

, ⇩
,⇩

⇧

, since discard of an “obvious” tile

is premature, ⇩⇧

. The climax, it becomes clear not discarding of

. Hand: 🔒

has almost equivalent
alternatives to continue: T258 C369 or C258 T369. However, these opportunities may
not be equal due to different number of available tiles. To count it during the game at the table
is almost impossible, although the player should be able to count quickly all suitable for building
hand tiles. Further gameplay shall take into account two circumstances. Firstly, if there are
signs of the inability to build complete hand one should switch to defense starting to discard
Honor tiles. Secondly, being on the wait is necessary to think over the strategy of declaring
“Hu” – from discard or selfdrawn. It depends entirely on player’s tournament position and the
number of tiles available for “Hu” declaration, which is usually a lot for this hand building
concept – 3sided wait for 68 tiles available tiles.

Exercise: To train building hand of concept "Honors and Knitted Tiles" please set aside
one copy of all tile patterns of Honor and suited tiles, there will be 34 of them. Mix them “face
down” on the table, put fourteen tiles into hand. With a few tile substitutions (discard and take
one tile at a time) build complete hand of this concept. Repeat the exercise.

Test yourself
Answers can be found at the end of the book in Test yourself
section.
Multiplechoice test (choose only one correct answer
for each question):
1. Which type of wait does not count for one point:

c. 🔒

+

a. 🔒

+

;

b. 🔒

+

;

;

d. 🔒
+
.
2. Having three melded Chows a player after taking a tile from the wall with “standing”
tiles
winning tile:

declared “Hu” with no point for the wait. Which tile is a

a.

;

b.

;

c.

;

d.
.
3. What is the maximum wait (the number of different tile patterns that completes the
hand) for a hand that is waiting for
a. three
b. six;
c. nine;
d. thirteen.

:

4. What is the maximum wait (the number of different tile patterns that completes the
hand) for a hand that is waiting for
a. three
b. six;
c. nine;
d. thirteen.

:

5. In which case one point for the wait will be counted provided winning tile is
a.
b.
c.
d.

:

complete hand has regular structure with the Pair of
;
complete hand has structure “Seven Pairs”;
complete hand has structure “Honors and Knitted Tiles”;
complete hand has structure “Thirteen Orphans”.

6. What is type of wait for the hand 🔒
a. 2sided;
b. 3sided;
c. 4sided;
d. 5sided.

:

7. Which tile can be taken from discard for “Hu” declaration with the hand 🔒

🔓

,

,

,

for the fan #53

"Melded Hand":
a.

;

b.

;

c.

;

d.
.
8. What is the maximum number of “ready” tiles which can be counted by selecting the
corresponding knitted sequences in hand 🔒
for the hand building concept “Honors and Knitted Tiles”:
a.
b.
c.
d.

seven;
eight;
nine;
ten.

Problem: What is type of wait for the hand 🔒
?
Problem: Please, provide a hand which is waiting strictly for three different Dragons tiles
(that is, for
,
and
).
Please, find the second solution to this problem with the structure of the hand, different
from the structure of the first solution.

